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Squaring the Dish
cabled technologies that don’t require expensive antennas or dishes. Dishes are considered prohibitively
expensive, requiring start up costs of several hundred
dollars. Much to the chagrin of dish providers in the
Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe, the dishes
themselves carry a social stigma (via their association
with Moroccan and Turkish immigrants) and subsequent threat to the perception of a property or neighborhood. The Netherlands is a leader in fibre-optic
and broadband infrastructure, and most Dutch citizens
(90% at last count, compared with 70% in America)
enjoy high-speed internet access and a range of options for media delivery. Such a progressive investment in very expensive technology only exasperates
the Dutch further, when confronted with presence of
the dishes.
The dishes have strangely entered into the mediatic
discussion of these communities - they are commonly referred to as “dish cities,” and have sponsored all
manner of legal and political provocations.
A survey of Amsterdam in 2005 discovered that 75%
of Turkish and 65% of Moroccan immigrants owned
satellite dishes. The same year, a Rotterdam housing
corporation, De Nieuw Unie, began legal proceedings
against a small number of tenants, hoping to establish legal precedent for stopping the “colonization” of
dishes on their buildings and claiming that they both
disfigured and damaged the buildings. The housing
corporations are quick to deny political meaning behind these moves, though the issue of satellite dishes
has been taken up generally in the culture and remains
a flash point of discussion. Almost
simultaneously, the Dutch housing
corporations formally demanded
the removal of satellite dishes from
their tenants just days before the
Muslim celebration of Eid Al-AlAdha (the feast of sacrifice). This
was coupled with the enforcement
of laws that prohibited Muslims
from slaughtering sheep in their
homes, a practice necessary for
observance.

There are multiple vectors for the Dutch distaste of
the ubiquitous satellite dishes. They are an infrequent
example of imformality in the controlled landscape of
Dutch urbanism. Tacked in place and on the oblique,
they represent a visual intrusion, but first and foremost
they represent an increasingly unwelcome immigrant
population. In the major Dutch cities, immigrants
crowd social housing blocks, with rigidly drawn social divisions cacooning different quarters of the city.
Hoograven is no exception to this - it in fact exemplary
of this condition, featuring a series of social housing
blocks festooned with satellite dishes and a tenant
community of mostly first and second-generation
Moroccan immigrants. The dishes provide easy access to programming content from around the world,
with a great selection of Turkish and Moroccon television stations. The right-wing reactionary politician
Geert Wilders (whose xenophobic attitudes and political views were incubated in Kanaleneiland, a Moroccon neighborhood just west of Hoograven dubbed
a “problem area” by the Dutch Ministry of Housing)
laments that now, in the Netherlands, “satellite dishes
are not pointed to local TV stations, but to stations in Curiously, the housing companies are all too eager to tear down
the country of origin.”
the buildings that they claim to
Worse yet, the dishes are themselves a retro-grade be saving from disfiguration. In
technology. Satellite was first to the scene as a digital Hoograven alone, there are plans
provider, experiencing a heyday in the early 2000s. to tear down several large projSince then, a variety of providers have come to mar- ects, and only significant Rietvield
ket with a range of digital solutions, mostly through housing projects are considered to
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Clockwise from top-left:
Speculative occupation by dishes, artist unknown.
Rendering and coverage map of HOTBIRD 6, courtesy of Eutalsat.

be worth rehabilitating. These decisions are the sole
perview of the large housing corporations, who set the
agenda for public housing improvements. Claiming
the buildings are not energy efficient, they propose to
begin a cycle of demolition and reconstruction, hardly
a “green” agenda.

HOTBIRD 6
The HOTBIRD 6 satellite, launched in late 2002, is the
technical instrument that vitalizes the dishes with Arabic content. Its published “downlink coverage maps”
suggest its well-situated nature as mediator between
North Africa and Europe - though centered in Europe,
it reaches into an across the ‘Pan-Arabic’ zone that
includes Morocco, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. Actual
content is delivered by a host of broadcasters, representing a broad ideological perspective, dubbed the
“HOTBIRD video neighborhood.” HOTBIRD provides
TV streams from hundreds of sources, including “Holy
God TV” (a televangelist channel targeting Tamil people) , the Armed Forces Network (maintained by the
US Army for entertainment and internal information),
Al Jazeera and a network of channels that specialize in
a variety of sexual sub-genres. The “neighborhood” (if
such a neighborhood truly existed, it would be a bizarre place to live) also includes the Société Nationale
de Radiodiffusion et de Télévision (SNRT), the public
broadcaster of Morocco. Moroccans living in Utrecht
or elsewhere in Europe can point their dishes towards
HOTBIRD 6 and receive 17 channels of free, over-theair programing catering to North Africans and more
generally pan-Arab sensibilities and tastes.

Another station broadcast through the HOTBIRD satellite (actually served by du telco, a UAE company) is Al
Arabiya, an Arabic-language news channel. Its recent
interview with Barack Obama made international news
as an example of productive bridge building between
the Islamic and Western worlds. Al Arabiya, with Al
Jazeera, are the most visible actors in a continuing
debate on differences in Western and Arabic media
reporting. The networks dispute the charge, leveled by
many Dutch and other wary parties, that they condone
religious violence and sponsor inflammatory rhetoric. Al Arabiya originally launched as a competitor to
the Al Jazeera network and claim that there moderate
coverage of Islamic terrorists activities has softened
or otherwise moderated their competitors attitudes
towards radical groups. Both offer decidedly different
impressions on reported events than Western media,
but are compelling to their viewers who have easy access through the satellite networks.

to create a square. While not interfering with the operation of the dish, its ‘squares’ it with a certain Dutch
sensibility. These solutions all take for granted the
investment and the utility of the satellite system. The
Dutch want to fight fire with fire - they would replace
what they lambast as a propagandizing instrument for
the Arab world with an infrastructure that propagates
their own values. If there is little acknowledgement of
the blatant social engineering inherent in this, its only
because of the assuredness on the Dutch that they are
doing what is in everyone’s best interest. However, at
least in the near term, as long as the dishes continue
to pour out such a diverse stream of free content, the
Dutch might find them a stubborn and resilient force
to contend with. In that light, a little paint might go a
long way in making the grey disks a welcome neighbor.
HOTBIRD Satellite information provided by Eutalsat
http://www.eutelsat.com/
Programming information provided by LyngSat
http://www.lyngsat.info/
If we take seriously that the dishes serve an important
Dish stickers can be bought from:
cultural role, then how does one go about reversing
http://www.satellitedishsticker.com/
the stigma that is coupled with their presence? It is
interesting to see already an eco-system of vendors
and artists rising to the occasion - to re-brand the dish
as a ‘friendlier’ neighbor. One such solution is dish
stickers, offered by a company that seems to have
the immigrant in mind. Turkish or other vaguely arabesque patterns are offered alongside smiley faces,
cute kittens and peace signs. Equally opportunistic,
an artist in Amsterdam recently painted a series of
satellite dishes in array of dazzling colors suggesting their possible role in the beautification of a street
scape. Both are excellent examples of ‘informal’ design, bootstrapping onto existing practices with quick
retrofits.
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The import of these CNN-style channels is disputed,
especially for their utility to a pan Arabic audience. It
is suggested that a majority of users of these satellite
dishes are actually tuning into their home country’s
television stations for lighter fair - entertainment programs and soap operas. It has also been suggested
that these channels, so contested and even banned
in the western world, actually provoke reflection on
the differences between cultures. The same images
are being circulated in virtually all media outlets, so
different impressions pulled in form different media
sources can actually highlight cultural context in such
a form as to promote critical reflection rather than
uncritical acceptance. However, viewer’s are more
likely tuning in for a simple connection to the mothercountry, a form of identity consumption that could be
co-opted by the Dutch if they cared to take part in the
phenomenon rather than use their technical and legal
instruments to deprive the immigrant groups from this
On our own visit to the Hoograven district we suglife line.
gested, somewhat glibly, a De Stijl retrofit of the dish
shape - perhaps even extending the corners of the dish

Clockwise from top:
Housing in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
De Stijl Satellite dish, by the author.
Turkish Satellite Sticker, courtesy Sattelite Dish
Stickers.
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